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LORCA – sturdy and versatile with
appealing contours

The Lorca Collection fits equally well in
contemporary spaces and traditional
settings. Playful, colorful glides provide
a pop of color.

TMCCollections 

PLOVER – strong form and organic
curves

The Plover Collection’s iconic bent
plywood legs add a classic touch to
any setting.



Collections
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FLICK – appealingly modern lines

The steel rod sled base of the Flick
Collection supports a sleek, molded
plywood shell.

The Flick Collection offers three
different chair back options as well as
custom designed perimeters.

KESTREL – sturdy, classic

The Kestrel Collection blends the best
of traditional wood with contemporary
styling.

Tapered solid wood legs with
concealed steel tube understructure
(in chairs) provide an elegant look.
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TMCSeating 

Chairs are a great way to add color
and fun touches to your children’s
area. Whether you incorporate a cut
out, a perimeter design, or just bright
colors, your young patrons will gravitate
to these fun designs.

The Perimeter chair is also available in
the Flick, Kestrel and Plover styles

Kestrel  Imprinted Vireo
Cody Mady

Dottie LottieFrody Karma Curve

Karma Horizon Lorca Perimeter
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SMITH SYSTEM

More and more libraries today are
foregoing the traditional wood chair
and going with poly chairs. Not only
do they come in many different
colors, but they are easily cleaned
and often stackable. Most styles are
available at different seat heights to
accommodate every size of patron.

Flavors Flavors Noodle In2It Plato 

Oodle

MUZO

MBob

MBob
Floor Seat
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COMMUNITYSeating 

If you prefer the traditional wood chair,
J. P. Jay has you covered. These
timeless chairs are always in style and
can even be stained in fun colors.
Many styles are available with
upholstered seats and/or backs and
the backs of some chairs can even be
laser engraved.

Addison
Class Act

(with optional laser 
engraved back)

Classmate
(with optional laser 

engraved back)

Collegian 1206 Collegian 1096

JASPER CHAIR

Marshall

Tiffan

Clive Edina Hattie Taylor

Walton
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GRESSCO

Creative children’s chairs with fun
back designs. Back come in five leaf
designs (Poplar, Clover, Ginkgo, or
Currant) and five animal designs
(Dog, Cat, Bird, Teddy Bear or
Butterfly. Seat heights are available
at 10”, 12” or 14” high. Chair is
standard in Natural Beech, but 6
color options are offered for a
nominal upcharge.

Fun shapes and the
ability to stack for easy
storage. Seat height is
available at 12” or 14”.
Five back shape
options to choose from:
Triangle, Circle, Square,
Octagon or Square with
handle grasp. Natural
Beech standard, but 6
color options are
offered for a nominal
upcharge.
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SMITH SYSTEMTables

Smith System’s Planner tables offer maximum strength, versatility and stability. With
various top shapes available these tables can fulfill any need. Tables are adjustable
from 24” to 34” in height.

Planner

Interchange 1,2,3 Elemental 6-star Elemental Crescent

Elemental Clover Elemental Yin Yang Elemental Sprocket
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Palmieri

Palmieri’s Kreation tables allow you to “kreate” the exact table to fit your
needs by mixing and matching table top shapes, edge styles and legs. Over
2000 combinations and possibilities are available.
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MEDIATECHNOLOGIESTables

Mediatechnologies Bola tables come
in 8 sizes and feature a fun, colored ball
glide on the legs.

Bola

The Rockford Pick table offers endless
possibilities. Use alone or in clusters. Add
casters for easy mobility. Can be used as a
desk, small table or group table. Two sizes
available. Tables are height adjustable.

Rockford Pick



Tables
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If a traditional style is more your preference,
Mediatechnologies has that too. Here are
some of their offerings.

Metro

Lexington
Bookmark

Charleston
Stellar

Heritage

Malibu

Mediatechnologies Wok + Box Island tables
are a superb activity table and provides
storage for your arts and crafts supplies, Lego
blocks or anything else you may need.
Available in 4 shapes with different cabinet
configurations (drawers, doors or open
shelves), you can create the unit that best
suits your needs.
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COMMUNITYTables

Community’s Jefferson and Lincoln tables come in three top shapes with several edge
styles. Tops can be veneer or laminate. Tables are available with either tapered or
square wood legs.

Jefferson

Lincoln
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TMC’s Leaf table perfectly captures
the shape of a falling leaf. Two
laminate colors provide the sides of
the leaf and a change from a
monochromatic laminate surface.
Lorca, Plover, Zenon, Kestrel and
Flick leg options available.
*Pictured with Plover Lilypad Stools.

TMC

TMC’s Flower Table features the
shape of a blossoming flower. Two
laminate colors provide the center
of the flower and the surrounding
petals. Lorca, Plover, Zenon, Kestrel
and Flick leg options available.
*Pictured with Plover Lilypad Stools.

TMC’s Chess table is an attractive
and practical addition to any library,
Available at 20” square with tapered
Kestrel wood leg.
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Specialty Tables

TMC’s Alphabet table is available
with a dry erase marker option. The
youngsters can practice letter
recognition, form words and explore
colors.

TMC’s Whiteboard child table is a
mobile whiteboard table perfect for
children to draw, write stories or
collaborate. Easy to move and lock
in place.

TMC’s Ring Around the Table
features curved benches and is a
great place for children to gather or
parents to sit with their kids.
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TMC’s Sloped Picture Book table
offers an inviting reading station for
the youngest patrons. Cut-out
designs selected from TMC’s
portfolio add extra interest. Couple
with benches or stools for the perfect
place for resting a book or doing a
puzzle.

Muzo’s Mini Mobile writeable table is
a bright, exciting option. The use of
vibrant colors and the ability to
doodle and scribble encourage
thinking and imagination.

Muzo’s Super Low Versatilis allows
you to meet your youngest patrons
at their level. With over 20 table top
shapes and a 15 inch height, this
table can be configured into a
number of layouts to fit the
requirements of that day.

MUZO
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3BRANCHActivity Tables

3Branch’s Discovery activity tables offer a myriad of
possibility for play. With modular components and a
variety of configurations, this table can be tailored to
meet the needs of an environment.
• Table features reversible activity tops which include

Lego, Tinker Toy, train tracks and a flat, smooth
surface.

• LED lightbox option provides another unique play
surface.

• Large, locking storage drawers and accessible side
storage bins to house your activities.

• Optional caster base available.

*Also available in a
mini version for
facilities with limited
space.
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Gressco

Play from the top activity tables
are all the fun with none of the
mess! Fully enclosed with
shatterproof safety glass and
solid, rich maple woods with
child-friendly stains. Cleans easily
with disinfectant wipes.

Colorful design and easy-to-
move magnets let the children
create funny faces, move cars
around or other fun activities.
Includes four magnetic wands.

Available in two height: 18” and
22” with the following activities.
• Funny Face
• Road Trip
• Bees & Flowers
• Language
• Healthy Race

Sand Table

*Also available round

Small Cube 
Activity Table
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TMCParent/Child

Parent+Child Carrel
This carrel by TMC
offers a convenient
spot for parents to
work while their
toddlers are next to
them in a safe and
stimulating LearnPLAY
environment.

The carrel’s workstation side has a tall
panel offering privacy for the seated
parent, while the mid-panel is low,
providing sight lines into the child’s play
area. The work surface includes a
grommet and wire management
features.

The child side features a peek-a-boo
gate with child-safe holes and a 3”
thick soft mat covered in healthcare-
grade vinyl . Three learning panels (flat
or sliding style) and one child-safe mirror
is included. A latch keeps the child
safely enclosed.

Unit is available as single or double-
faced. Exterior side panel may be
specified plain or with an imprinted
pattern.
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Gear Wheels Rubber Balls

Colorful Squares Labyrinth Gears Turning Discs

Magnetic Track Optical Board

Touch & Feel Bristle Brushes Closures Gear Wheel 
w/Rubber Wheels

Rainmaker Turning Spiral 
w/Balls

Turntable 1 Turntable 3 

Activity/Sensory Panels
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Lounge TMC

Algonquin

Marseilles

Whistler
Whistler Ottoman

With Divider

Zetty Caterpillar

Zetty Train

Puddle Stools

Whistler Ottoman

Zetty
Stools

Whistler Modular

Reading 
Nook
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ARCADIA

Beach Stones

Serafinita

Leaflette

Leaflette Benches

Leaflette Modular

SmallSorts
Serafinita Modular

LELAND EKO

Swagr
& Swagr

Bags
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Lounge FOMCORE
Ottoman Series

Round 18”

Round 36”Round 30”

½ Round ¼  Round
ArcCrescent

Rectangle

Rok Round 18”
*rocking base

Bench Bowtie Bump
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Honeycomb Pentagon Wedge Amoeba

Armless Series

Chair Loveseat Sofa Corner
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Lounge

Corner Ottoman

Loveseat – Inner 
Curve

Loveseat – Outer 
Curve

Sofa  – Inner 
Curve

Sofa – Outer 
Curve

Curved Bench
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Step Series

Conversational Lily Pads

2Step
3Step 2Step In 2Step Out

Lily Pad
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Lounge

Caterpillar Set

Bowtie Set

Train Station

Daisy Set

Rainbow Beehive Set

LG Pinwheel Set

Hex Set Spin SetRainbow Bench Set

Sets Series
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Eagles Nest

The Nest Series is the perfect 
spot for a little alone time.  It 
is a comfortable, safe area to 
curl up, sit and read or 
reflect.  Unit can be flipped 
on its side and used as a 
collaborative space for 
multiple people to work 
around or inside.

Nest Series

Flop

Blox

Falcons Nest

Orioles Nest Robins Nest

Anderson XL
Anderson

Balance Beam

C.L.A.S.S. Series

Puzzle Set
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Environments TMC

Canopy Tree

Grove Tree with 
Bench

Aspen, Topiary and Arbor Trees

Tree Quad CarrelStorybook Tree & 
Stump stools

Wayfinding Tree

Mobiles

Butterfly

Dragonfly

Cloud

Goose
Bird
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LearnPlay environments allow 
children to play and learn without 

them even realizing it.  

Learning desk – TMC’s learning 
desk with wood tables provides 
a place where a child can sit 
with their parent and explore.  
The Nature Series panels allows 
children to search for bugs, birds 
and other natural curiosities. 
*other options available.

Play Kitchen

Learning Corner 
Birdhouse

Learning Corner 
Planting

Puppet Theatre 
with whiteboard

Sailboat

Potting
Shed

Tractor & 
Hay Wagon

9-bin Cubby
Unit
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Displayers & Carts TMC

Display Tower

Perimeter
Magazine Display

Mobile Display Unit

Octagon DisplayLeaf Display

Book Cart Little Book Truck
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TMC Book Bins blend the function of 
easy access storage with display.  

TMC offers a number of options for 
size, perimeter shape, number of 

compartments, finish and color   

Linear Book Bin

Peak Book Bin Arc Book Bin

TMC

Giraffe Book Bin
Perimeter 
Bookcase 

Panel Leg Book Bin

Whale Book Browser Whale Book Browser Custom Book Bin
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Area Rugs

Tiny Town

GRESSCO

Harmony Park

Animal Phonics

Alphabet Trail

Area rugs are a great way to not only 
add color and interest to an area, but 
they also act as an additional learning 
tool.  These are just a sampling of the 
many styles available.

Alphabet & ShapesAnimal Families

Cosmic Wonders

Check Us Out Seascape



Things J. P. Jay can help my library with:
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